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Temperature is a key environmental parameter affecting both the phenotypes and distributions20
of organisms, particularly ectotherms. Rapid organismal responses to thermal environmental21
changes have been described for several ectotherms; however, the underlying molecular22
mechanisms often remain unclear. Here, we studied whole genome cytosine methylation23
patterns of European grayling (Thymallus thymallus) embryos from five populations with24
contemporary adaptations of early life history traits at either ‘colder’ or ‘warmer’ spawning25
grounds. We reared fish embryos in a common garden experiment using two temperatures that26
resembled the ‘colder’ and ‘warmer’ conditions of the natal natural environments. Genome-27
wide methylation patterns were similar in populations originating from colder thermal origin28
subpopulations, whereas single nucleotide polymorphisms uncovered from the same data29
identified strong population structure among isolated populations, but limited structure among30
interconnected populations. This was surprising, because the previously studied gene31
expression response among populations was mostly plastic, and mainly influenced by the32
developmental temperature. These findings support the hypothesis of the magnified role of33
epigenetic mechanisms in modulating plasticity. The abundance of consistently changing34
methylation loci between two warmer-to-colder thermal origin population pairs suggests that35
local adaptation has shaped the observed methylation patterns. The dynamic nature of the36
methylomes was further highlighted by genome-wide and site-specific plastic responses. Our37
findings support both the presence of a plastic response in a subset of CpG loci, and the38
evolutionary role of methylation divergence between populations adapting to contrasting39
thermal environments.40
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Introduction44
Adaptation to changing environments is a fundamental process for the survival of populations45
and species, especially during fast-paced environmental changes. Such rapid changes are a46
predicted consequence of the global warming, which may cause large-scale changes in the47
environments of natural populations in the near future 1. Rapid phenotypic responses to climate48
change have been reported in several studies 2–4. However, it remains unclear whether such49
rapid responses are a result of natural selection on the standing genetic variation within50
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populations resulting in genetic adaptation 5 and, if so, whether the pace and strength of such51
microevolution are sufficient to counteract global warming 6,7.52
Phenotypic plasticity, the phenomenon of a genotype producing different phenotypes in53
response to different environmental conditions 8, is an alternative mechanism for responding54
to environmental changes. Plasticity may buy time for populations in the initial stages of55
adaptation, essential during e.g. climate change and other very intense phenomena such as the56
colonization of novel environments, or following the introduction of new predators 5,9,10.57
Plasticity may be favourable especially in situations when the environment is temporally58
heterogeneous, and when there are reliable environmental cues to predict future environmental59
changes 11,12. Examples of the interplay between genetic adaptation and plasticity leading to60
climate change responses are currently limited, and the need to further study these responses61
has been highlighted 5,9,10.62
Within the lifespan of an individual, phenotypic variability is modulated by non-genetic63
mechanisms rather than by genetic mutations. Thus, epigenetic mechanisms may be important64
for modulating plasticity by playing a role as an interface between the genome and environment65
13. Theoretical and modelling approaches show that, over relatively short ecological time66
scales, epigenetic modifications can contribute to the persistence of populations by increasing67
plasticity 12,14. Over longer evolutionary time scales, such modifications are predicted to have68
permanent evolutionary effects, altering the pace and outcome of the adaptation process 12,14,15.69
For instance, epigenetic modifications may slow down adaptation due to their instability,70
decrease the final fitness outcome by decreasing the strength of natural selection, aid genetic71
adaptation by assimilation or facilitate the whole adaptation process by allowing the non-72
adapted populations to initially persist 12,14,15. Epigenetic markers, including various types of73
functional groups that can be added to the DNA molecule or the associated histones, are a74
relatively dynamic group of DNA modifications with frequently reversible states in comparison75
to the more stable nucleotide sequence polymorphisms. The attachment of a methyl group to a76
cytosine nucleotide in the DNA, referred to as cytosine methylation16, is an evolutionarily77
ancient, conserved, and abundant epigenetic mechanism. In most vertebrates including teleost78
fishes, cytosine methylation predominantly occurs in the CpG sequence context (sequences in79
a genome containing cytosine followed by guanine) 17, where the methylation machinery80
typically maintains methylation as the default state, particularly during the embryonic and early81
life stages 16,18. In upstream regulatory regions of genes, CpG methylation levels may play82
transcriptionally instructive roles, particularly in CpG-rich promoters with CpG islands 16,19. In83
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gene bodies, CpG methylation has been suggested to regulate the alternative splicing84
machinery between tissues, prevent spurious transcription initiation or protect chromatin85
structure from RNA polymerase during gene expression 16,19,20. Epigenetic regulation may be86
important during development and the early life of individuals 21. For example, a link between87
globally increased cytosine methylation in response to changes in environmental temperature88
in early life stages has been observed in multiple teleost fishes, such as the threespine89
stickleback (Gasterosteus aculeatus) and Atlantic cod (Gadus morhua) 22,23. More targeted90
changes have been reported, including methylation and gene expression alterations in specific91
genes such as myogenin, encoding a major muscle protein, in the larvae of Senegalese sole92
(Solea senegalensis) and Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) 24,25, and dnmt genes, that regulate the93
overall methylation levels, in Atlantic cod 23. Such epigenetic responses to internal or external94
stimuli may serve as underlying mechanism of developmental plasticity.95
European grayling (Thymallus thymallus) provides a good model system for studying the early96
stages of ongoing local adaptation. European grayling (hereafter referred to as ‘grayling’) is a97
salmonid fish that is commonly found in freshwater habitats across a large part of Europe. The98
species inhabits fragmented and heterogeneous freshwater environments 26. Such spatially and99
temporally variable freshwater habitats predict a potential role of environmental plasticity in100
adaptive processes, especially in species with relatively long life span, which can exacerbate101
the pressures caused by climate change in grayling. Further, the spawning and the subsequent102
embryonic development of grayling takes place in the early summer, when the water103
temperature is considerably more variable than during the spawning and developmental season104
of many other salmonids, which often spawn during the autumn. However, the level of genetic105
variation within grayling populations has been shown to be low, which may restrict the capacity106
for genetic adaptation 27. Our study system consists of multiple recently founded populations107
in Norway 28. The populations are closely located both geographically and genetically, but they108
experience systematic differences in the water temperature both during spawning and larval109
development 29,30. Previous studies have provided indications of multiple rapidly evolved110
phenotypic traits in these grayling populations under circumstances that are expected to hinder111
adaptation, such as the relatively short adaptation period since population foundation and the112
limited genetic diversity 29,31. Differences between populations have been reported in traits113
such as embryonic development time, larval survival and growth rate 29,32. Some traits seem to114
have evolved in a parallel fashion among populations experiencing similar spawning115
temperatures, suggesting that adaptive evolution, rather than neutral genetic drift, is the main116
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driving force for these changes 27,33. For example, increased growth rate of muscle mass117
combined with delayed skeletal development in populations spawning in relatively colder118
water may posit an adaptive trade-off to maximize larval body mass, which is a key factor119
affecting later over-winter survival in colder-watered environment 33. However, plasticity120
explains much of the observed embryonic gene expression patterns among populations and121
may thus have an important role affecting the adaptation process 30.122
Research on adaptive responses to changing environmental temperatures at different levels of123
molecular variation is still scarce, particularly for organisms with relatively long generation124
times. In the grayling system specifically, despite considerable previous research, the potential125
role of epigenetics remains unstudied. Here, we first describe the genome-wide embryonic126
methylation variation in grayling and hypothesize that during the short adaptation time period127
to changes in environmental temperatures, the role of epigenetic mechanisms is magnified, and128
thus displaying more molecular variation, in comparison to the role of genetic mechanisms.129
We expect this magnification to be detectable for previously reported divergent phenotypes130
either between populations from different thermal origins (evolutionary change) or between131
different developmental temperatures (plastic response). We test this hypothesis by first132
identifying patterns in the genome-wide methylation variation within and between populations133
with potential relevance for thermal adaptation. We compare the evolutionary and plastic134
components shaping methylation level variation to the underlying single nucleotide135
polymorphisms (SNPs) and resulting transcription levels. We then assess the effect of136
karyotype and sequence functionality on the methylation patterns. Finally, we quantify the site-137
specific methylation plasticity and report on candidate genes that may be under epigenetic138




We sampled five grayling populations in the study system with variable water temperatures143
during spawning and the early development period (Supplementary Figure 1). The ancestral144
population (sampled at Otta in River Gudbrandsdalslågen, downstream from Lesjaskogsvatnet)145
is isolated from the other populations by a partly impassable waterfall for an unknown number146
of generations. The other four of these populations share a common ancestor that inhabited147
River Gudbrandsdalslågen in the 1880s, approximately 22 grayling generations before148
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sampling 26. Since then, human activities that are traceable from historical records 26,33 have149
led to the sequential colonization of several nearby lakes and streams (referred to subsequently150
as ‘divergence order’; Figure 1). The typical spawning temperatures in River151
Gudbrandsdalslågen at Otta (hereafter Otta), as well as River Steinbekken, flowing into Lake152
Lesjaskogsvatnet, and Lake Hårrtjønn, can be described as relatively warmer in comparison to153
the colder conditions of the spawning populations in Rivers Valåe and Kvita, flowing into Lake154
Lesjaskogsvatnet and Lake Aursjøen, respectively 29,30, with the average difference between155
warmer and colder conditions estimated at 3.7 °C in 2013 (Supplementary Figure 1,156
Supplementary Figure 2). The populations spawn in relatively colder and warmer waters i.e.157
their ‘thermal origin’, herein referred to as the colder- and warmer-origin populations,158
respectively. Details of the common garden experiment are outlined in 30 and summarized in159
Figure 1 and in Supplementary Table 1. Briefly, mature fish were collected from each of the160
five sampling locations during the spawning period in spring 2013. Eggs and sperm were161
extracted under anaesthesia at the natural sampling locations, stored on ice and transported to162
the experimental facility located at the University of Oslo. For each population, a mixture of163
eggs from four to five females was pooled and fertilized with a pool of sperm from four to six164
males from each corresponding population. Eggs were reared at mean developmental165
temperatures of 7.0 and 10.2 °C, a range similar to the natural variation during early166
development of the grayling in the water system. At the average predicted age of 205 degree167
days after fertilization, matching the eyed-egg embryonic stage, embryos from each population168
were sampled. We sampled pre-hatching embryos because by then, a typical teleost embryo169
has established sperm-like methylation blueprint and the tissue-specific methylation patterns170
have already differentiated, while the young age still minimizes the noise caused by further171
methylome modifications in response to time and internal or external stimuli 34,35. The samples172
were immediately frozen on dry ice and stored at -80 °C until DNA extraction for individual173
sequencing of four or six embryos from each population, including two to three individuals per174




Figure 1. Schematic summary of the experimental design used in the study. Spawning adults were collected from177
the wild, and gametes stripped, and fertilizations conducted for pools of males and females from each study178
population. Then, the embryos were reared in a common-garden environment until sampling during the eyed179
stage.180
Methylation dataset181
Altogether, 26 embryos were processed for bisulfite sequencing. DNA from each embryo was182
extracted using a salt extraction protocol 36. Sample concentrations were measured using Qubit183
Fluorometric Quantitation (Life Technologies) and quality controlled before and after library184
preparation using Advanced Analytical Fragment Analyzer. The ordering of the samples was185
randomized to avoid lane effects. Library preparation protocol was adapted from 37 for samples186
diluted to contain 1,000 ng of genomic DNA at The Finnish Functional Genomics Centre.187
During the library preparation, genomic DNA was first fragmented with Covaris focused-188
ultrasonicator using target peak size 200 of base pairs, purified and size-selected (100-600 base189
pairs) with AMPure magnetic beads. Then, the adapter ligation step included poly(A) tail repair190
using End-It DNA end repair kit (Epicentre) and Klenow fragment (3’-5’ exo), a second round191
of purification and size selection (>100 base pair) of the DNA with AMPure magnetic beads,192
and the ligation of unique Illumina TruSeq indexing adapter (1:10 dilution) for each sample.193
After two rounds of bead SPRI clean-ups, Invitrogen MethylCode Bisulfite Conversion Kit194
was used to convert unmethylated cytosines in the DNA fragments to uracils. Six cycles of195
PCR were performed with KAPA HiFi Uracil+ Polymerase and the final libraries were196
extracted using SPRI bead clean-up. Finally, the samples were pooled and sequenced using the197
Illumina HiSeq3000 platform and TruSeq v3 chemisty to produce 75 base paired-end reads at198
the average estimated amount of 21.3 (19.4-24.5) gigabase pairs of sequence for each sample,199
resulting in the average of 12.3x per-sample coverage (10.7x-13.4x) in the genome of the200
estimated size of 1.5 gigabase pairs (Supplementary Table 1) 38.201
The sequenced reads were quality trimmed using ConDeTri software 39 with a minimum202
trimmed read length of 30 base pairs, followed by reference-based assembly of the reads203
against the recently published chromosome-level genome assembly 38 with Bismark bisulfite204
mapper v. 0.16.1 40. Following assembly, CpG methylation information was collected for each205
sample using the bismark_methylation_extractor script included in the Bismark package in206
paired-end mode and filtered so that each CpG locus used in the subsequent analysis had207
information from at least 16 samples with 8-30 read coverage after combining the methylation208
levels from each strand of the symmetrical CpG sites. The sex of each sampled individual was209
determined by extracting the read coverage in a region including the sexually dimorphic Y-210
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chromosome gene and 100,000 base pair flanking sequences with BEDTools coverageBed v.211
2.26.0 38,41. Individuals without coverage at the sdY locus were assumed to be females.212
Messenger RNA dataset213
We utilized previously sequenced mRNA reads (NCBI BioProject PRJNA419685) originating214
from the same common garden experiment 30, which included 34 embryos from four of the five215
study populations used here (excluding the Steinbekken population) that had been raised at216
similar warmer and colder developmental temperatures. The mRNA samples had been217
collected at 140 degree days post fertilization and sequenced using the Illumina HiSeq 2000218
platform with 100 base pair paired-end reads, resulting in an average of 78.7 million read pairs219
per sample. We complemented the previously reported de novo assembly of the mRNA reads220
30 with a reference-based assembly against the genome sequence 38 using TopHat assembler v.221
2.1.1 42, followed by quantification of transcription levels using HTSEQ-count v. 0.9.0 43. The222
transcription levels were normalized using the remove unwanted variation (RUV) method223
RUVr 44 implemented in the R package RUVseq v. 1.16.0 44, which uses residuals from a224
generalized linear regression model of counts taking into account the covariates of interest,225
which were the population of origin, resembling evolutionary natal temperature, and226
experimental developmental temperature in this case.227
Single nucleotide polymorphism dataset228
We identified SNPs in the methylation sequence assembly using BS-snper 45 that excludes the229
SNPs resulting from the underlying methylation differences 46. The SNP filtering steps230
excluded triallelic loci, polymorphisms in only one sample, loci where the methylation-231
corrected BS-snper genotypes disagreed with those extracted using the regular SNP calling232
pipeline, and C/T polymorphisms. We then re-extracted the genotypes with the regular233
SAMtools SNP calling procedure including the commands mpileup and bcftools call to verify234
the homozygous genotypes that could be called but were not extracted during the BS-snper235
analysis. Finally, we excluded the cytosine loci at which nucleotide polymorphism were236
detected from further methylation analysis.237
Annotating the CpG loci238
To categorize the CpG loci based on functional genomic regions, including promoter, 5’UTR,239
coding and 3’UTR sequences, we overlapped the CG dinucleotide positions in the genome240
assembly 38 with the associated gene predictions. For simplicity, we allowed each CpG locus241
to have one grayling transcript annotation for each functional region type. For example, we242
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allowed only one promoter annotation for each CpG locus, but simultaneously the locus could243
have one 3'UTR annotation. Promoter intervals were determined as the 500 base pair flanking244
sequences upstream from each annotated mRNA region. We used this relatively short interval245
to reduce the possibility of misannotations to unrelated genes. We also predicted the locations246
of CpG islands with cpgplot implemented in the EMBOSS package (v. 6.5.7.0) with a window247
size of 200. Finally, we defined genomic intervals outside functional genomic regions as248
intergenic.249
Genome-wide methylation variation in comparison to nucleotide and gene transcription variation250
To investigate the molecular variation between individuals without any prior assumptions251
about the effects of the variables, we performed principal component analysis of the252
methylation level estimates, SNPs and z-score normalized gene transcription levels including253
observations without any missing data. To compare the relevant patterns in the molecular254
variation between populations, we calculated the mean pairwise Euclidean distances between255
populations along the two first principal components of each level of molecular variation. To256
further explore the contributions of multiple explanatory variables at the different levels of257
molecular variation, we performed distance-based redundancy analysis 47 of the pairwise258
Euclidean distances between individuals. This nonparametric method is tolerant of zero-259
inflated datasets, which is often the case in methylation data. The following explanatory260
variables were included: (1) Divergence order was used to describe the effect of neutral261
evolutionary processes, such as genetic drift, that would separate the most distantly related262
populations most strongly from the common ancestor. Divergence order was assigned for each263
sample based on the historical records of the colonization times of each water region (Figure264
1, Supplementary Figure 1). It was described using a rank scale ranging from the ancestral265
population with rank one, and populations inhabiting Lesjaskogsvatnet with rank two, to Lake266
Hårrtjønn and River Kvita populations with ranks three and four, respectively; (2) thermal267
origin was assumed to originate from non-neutral selection processes that would result in268
parallel evolution of the populations inhabiting environments with similar developmental269
temperatures; (3) experimental developmental temperature and (4) sex of each embryo. We270
repeated the analysis for the methylation, SNP and normalized transcription dataset. The271
significance of the explanatory variables was verified using ANOVA-like permutation tests. R272
functions dist, dbrda and anova.cca in the stats v. 3.4.0 and vegan v. 2.4.6 packages were used273
in the analysis.274
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To quantify the changes in the overall chromosomal methylation levels linking to several275
evolutionary, plastic and chromosomal architecture variables, we calculated chromosome-276
specific mean methylation levels for each individual and used them as the dependent variable277
in a linear mixed-effects model per-chromosome methylation mean ~ developmental278
temperature + sex + (1 | population) + (1 | chromosome) + (1 | homeolog) + (population |279
developmental temperature), where individual developmental temperature and sex were used280
as independent fixed effect variables, supplemented with random intercepts for the five281
categories of sampling populations, chromosome identities and ancestral identities of282
homeologous chromosome pairs originating from the salmonid-specific whole-genome283
duplication event 80-100 million years ago 46. The model was implemented with the lmer284
function of the lmerTest package v. 3.1.0 in R. We also estimated random slopes for285
population-by-developmental temperatures (°C). The significance of random terms was286
estimated by likelihood ratio tests between models with and without random terms fitted under287
residual maximum likelihood. The observed differences between population-temperature288
combinations were further studied with pairwise t-tests of per-chromosome estimates for the289
population-temperature groups of individuals after removing the per-chromosome variation by290
taking residuals from a linear model that fitted methylation means for each chromosome291
identity.292
Site-specific analysis to detect developmental plasticity and differentiation between populations293
We compared the abundance of the CpG loci where the methylation levels changed consistently294
according to the thermal origin when a warmer-origin population colonized a colder295
environment to the abundance of the inconsistently changed CpG loci. The methylation level296
changes were detected between the two neighbouring (based on divergence order) warmer-to-297
colder-origin population pairs (Otta-Valåe and Hårrtjønn-Kvita) inhabiting separate water298
regions. We counted the number of CpG loci where the mean methylation response was299
estimated to increase or decrease consistently by at least 50% in the two warmer-to-colder-300
origin population pairs. The number of consistently changed loci was then compared to the301
number of loci showing at least a 50% inconsistent change between the population pairs. The302
higher abundance of consistently than inconsistently changed loci was verified with the Chi-303
squared test. For comparison, we also tested for a possible enrichment of consistent plastic304
methylation changes of at least 50% within the two warmer- or colder-origin populations; and305
repeated the analysis with adding the third possible population pair from the populations306
inhabiting Lake Lesjaskogsvatnet.307
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To reveal the specific chromosomal regions with a plastic response to the developmental308
temperature or the sex of the embryo, we used an approach similar to an epigenome-wide309
association study (EWAS). We tested the effects of several variables on CpG methylation310
status in promoters, 5’UTR and 3’UTR sequences, and coding regions. We fitted a mixed311
logistic regression model (methylated read counts, unmethylated read counts) ~ 1+312
temperature + sex + (1 | population) + (population | temperature) where, like above, we313
included fixed effects of temperature and sex, random intercept for the five population314
categories and random slopes for the population-by-developmental temperatures 50. The model315
was fit with a logit link function under Laplace approximation using the bobyqa optimizer316
implemented with the glmer function in the R package lme4 v. 4.1.1. Detecting variation for317
the random population term can be interpreted as the presence of differences among318
populations, whereas detecting variation for the population-by-developmental temperature319
interaction term indicates the presence of differences in how populations respond to320
developmental temperature, i.e., developmental plasticity. To reduce type I error caused by321
overdispersion, we estimated the dispersion factors for each model by dividing the estimated322
sum of the squared Pearson residuals with the residual degrees of freedom and added323
observation-level random factors for models with a dispersion factor >1 51. Like above, we also324
estimated the significances of random variables using likelihood ratio tests and included325
random terms only if significantly improving the model (P < 0.1 for the population term and P326
< 0.05 for the population-by-developmental temperature interaction term) 52. If neither of the327
random terms was significant, we used a logistic regression model without random terms,328
implemented with the glm function of the R stats package. Finally, to link the underlying329
nucleotide sequence properties (upstream CpG richness) to the site-specific developmental330
plasticity, we compared the observed mean CpG abundance in the upstream regulatory331
sequences associated with temperature-plastic CpG loci to the distribution of the corresponding332
upstream CpG abundancies associated with random upstream regulatory sequences based on333
one hundred permutations.334
Describing methylation patterns in functional regions335
We described the abundancies of low- and high-methylated loci in different functional genomic336
regions by calculating the overall methylation state of each CpG locus as completely337
unmethylated (0% methylated), hypomethylated (< 20% methylated), intermediately338
methylated (≥ 20% and ≤ 80% methylated) or hypermethylated (> 80% methylated) based on339
the mean methylation levels across all samples, and compared the frequencies of loci with340
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different methylation states between functional genomic regions. We visualized the341
distributions with kernel density estimates obtained from the density function in R stats342
package v. 3.5.2 using Gaussian kernel smoothing function.343
Gene list analyses344
In order to annotate the grayling transcripts, we associated them with well-annotated genes of345
the model species, zebrafish (Danio rerio). We matched the predicted grayling proteins to the346
best matching zebrafish proteins (v. GRCz11) from the Ensembl database 53 with Blastp+ v.347
2.6.0 54, resulting in zebrafish matches with an e-value < 0.0001 and score > 45.8.348
To study the typical functions of the genes with consistently hypo- or hypermethylated349
upstream regulatory sequences across all samples and low or high CpG content, we generated350
four subsets of zebrafish orthologous genes with CpG-poor or CpG-rich upstream regulatory351
regions (including promoters and 5’UTR regions) and a hypo- or hypermethylated methylation352
status. The median number of upstream CpG loci associated with each zebrafish orthologue353
was used as a threshold for defining the CpG abundance category. To include equally-sized354
groups of orthologous genes with a low or high methylation status observed repeatedly (here,355
in five CpG loci), we selected genes for which all of the analysed CpG loci were356
hypomethylated (excluding intermediately methylated loci) and equal number of the genes with357
the largest proportions of hypermethylated loci. We compared the four test categories against358
a background list including the combination of all four gene lists.359
Gene ontology enrichments for genes with a plastic response detected in the site-specific360
analysis were identified for the temperature- and sex-sensitive grayling transcripts for which361
multiple significantly plastic (FDR < 0.05) CpG loci were detected. To test for genotype-by-362
environment interaction, we used the genes associated with multiple CpG loci and best fit using363
models including the population-by-temperature interaction. All genes associated with multiple364
CpG loci included in the site-specific analysis were used as the background in the gene list365
analyses.366
Each gene list comparison was performed with standard hypergeometric models implemented367
in the gene ontology enrichment analysis and visualization tool 55 with the database version368
updated June 29th 2019.369
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Data availability370
The bisulfite sequencing reads were deposited at NCBI SRA under BioProject ID371
PRJNA588748.372
Results373
A total of 9,663,307 variable and 290,705 completely unmethylated CpG loci remained in the374
analysis after the exclusion of loci exhibiting low sample coverage or potential nucleotide375
variation. Of those, 207,380 loci were located in promoter sequences, 87,283 in 5’UTRs,376
604,596 in coding sequences, 20,158 in 3’UTRs, 639,631 in CpG islands and 8,440,454 were377
intergenic. The estimated overall mean methylation level was 76.8%, including 8.2%378
hypomethylated and 72.1% hypermethylated loci. 3,465,289 loci did not contain any missing379
observations. Similarly, the final SNP dataset consisted of 78,012 complete observations. The380
transcription levels of 22,526 mRNA transcripts were included in the mRNA data set.381
Genome-wide methylation variation in comparison to SNP and transcription variation382
Based on the methylation dataset, the average Euclidean distance between the individuals from383
the colder-origin populations along the two most important principal components was smaller384
than the mean pairwise distances between any of the other populations, indicating that colder-385
origin population individuals have very similar genome-wide methylation profiles. A one-way386
multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) for the two first principal components verified387
the between-population differences from zero in the principal coordinates (Pillai’s Trace =388
1.5152, F8,42=16.41, P<0.0001; Figure 2 A), and Tukey’s post-hoc tests for PC1 and PC2389
detailed, that the colder-origin populations were the only population pair with the difference390
not deviating from zero (Tukey’s adjusted P > 0.05, Table 1). Also in the SNP dataset,391
individuals from the colder-origin populations clustered together more tightly along the392
principal components (Figure 2 B), but the mean distance between the colder-origin individuals393
was not different from the pairwise distances between individuals from other populations394
(Table 1). Instead, based on the SNP dataset, the individuals inhabiting Rivers Valåe and395
Steinbekken in Lake Lesjaskogsvatnet were the only population pair without significant396
differentiation between the principal components, verified by MANOVA (Pillai’s Trace =397
1.843, F8,42 = 61.619, P < 0.0001; Figure 2 B) and subsequent Tukey’s post-hoc tests for PC1398
and PC2 (Tukey’s adjusted P > 0.05, Table 1). In contrast, the principal components derived399
from the gene transcription estimates did not reveal such differences between pairwise400
population distances (Figure 2 C, Table 1). Based on the distance-based redundancy analysis401
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and verified by ANOVA-like permutation tests, divergence order and thermal origin explained402
4.5% and 4.3% of the variation in the methylation dataset (Supplementary Table 2, Figure 2403
D) and, similarly, 6.1% and 5.5% in the SNP dataset (Figure 2 E). In contrast, for the404
transcription dataset, 32.0% of the variation was explained by developmental temperature,405








Valåe 133.8 71.23 16.84
Hårrtjønn 164.21 149.91 81.0 34.94




Valåe 79.3 10.53 4.64
Hårrtjønn 118.1-1 47.91 52.8 20.44




Valåe 149.4 - 155.44
Hårrtjønn 159.21 - 155.0 153.44
Kvita 141.0 - 134.52 154.0 135.04
409
Table 1. Mean pairwise Euclidean distances between methylation, SNP and gene expression signatures of410
grayling embryos, measured within (given on the diagonal) and between populations from the two most411
explanatory principal components of each data set. We used four (for Otta and Valåe) or six (for Steinbekken,412
Hårrtjønn and Kvita) individuals, regardless of the developmental temperature, to calculate the average distances413
at the methylation and SNP level. Similarly, we used eight (Otta and Valåe) or nine (Hårrtjønn and Kvita)414
individuals to calculate the average distances at the gene transcription level. The distances between populations415
with similar thermal origins are marked with 1 and 2 for warmer and colder thermal origin, respectively, the416
comparisons between populations inhabiting Lake Lesjaskogsvatnet are marked with 3, and the comparisons417
within population with 4. The between-population distances, which significantly deviate from zero along PC1 or418
PC2, are highlighted with darker-to-lighter shades of gray for Tukey’s corrected P<0.0001, P<0.01 and P<0.05,419
respectively.420
To estimate genome-wide differences in the methylation levels, we chose, based on likelihood421
ratio tests, the model per-chromosome methylation mean ~ sex + (1 | population) + (1 |422
chromosome) + (1 | homeolog) + (population | temperature) (Supplementary Table 3). Further423
inspection of the homeologous chromosomes revealed that the chromosomal methylation424
levels averaged over all samples exhibited a correlation of 0.92 between the homeologous425
chromosome duplicates (t23 = 11.18, P < 0.0001, Supplementary Figure 3). The pairwise t-tests426
revealed distinct methylation levels (with P < 0.05) with an average of 0.9% absolute427
methylation difference found in 44 of the 45 pairwise population-specific developmental428
temperature comparisons (Supplementary Table 4). Among the comparisons, genome-wide429
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hypomethylation was present at the lower developmental temperature in the Otta, Valåe,430
Hårrtjønn and Kvita populations (Figure 3).431
432
Figure 2. The two first principal components of the methylation (A), nucleotide (B) and transcription level (C)433
analysis, and the corresponding results from distance-based redundancy analysis (D-F), including the434
percentages of variation explained by the most important axes. We used four (for Otta and Valåe) or six (for435
Steinbekken, Hårrtjønn and Kvita) individuals, including individuals from both developmental temperatures as436
indicated with symbols, in analyses A, B, D and E. Similarly, we used and eight (for Otta and Valåe) or nine (for437
Hårrtjønn and Kvita) individuals in analyses C and F. Arrows in figures D-F represent the effects of the438
explanatory variables with significance levels indicated as follows: ‘***’ for P < 0.001, ‘**’ for P < 0.01, ‘.’ for439
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P < 0.1. The symbols used for developmental temperatures and populations are listed below the figure. Red and440
blue symbols distinguish between the warmer and colder thermal origin.441
442
Figure 3. Estimated differences in the mean methylation levels of the study populations when reared in443
colder- in comparison to warmer developmental temperature. We used two (for Otta and Valåe) or three (for444
Steinbekken, Hårrtjønn and Kvita) individuals from each developmental temperature and population to calculate445
the mean differences. The differences are estimates from pairwise t-tests, reported with 95% confidence446
intervals and the significance levels of comparisons indicated with ‘***’ (P < 0.0001).447
448
Site-specific analysis to detect plastic and evolutionary changes449
We identified 1.8-fold abundance (χ²1 = 82.3, P < 0.0001) in the 715 CpG loci with consistently450
changed methylation levels between the two population pairs including warmer and colder451
origin, in comparison to 408 inconsistently changed loci (Figure 4). The observed consistent452
changes were enriched in coding sequences and 3’UTR sequences, and depleted from the453
upstream regulatory regions (χ²3 = 22.4, P < 0.0001; Figure 5). When adding the third possible454
population pair from Lake Lesjaskogsvatnet, the results were similar (Supplementary Figure 4455
A). In contrast to the consistency with thermal origin at the methylation level, there was no456
such enrichment of the developmentally plastic changes within populations, with 212 and 183457
consistently changed plastic loci being not different in abundance from the 222 and 164 loci458
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that were inconsistently changed within the warmer or colder thermal origin populations,459
respectively (χ²1 = 1.0, P = 0.308). Based on principal components of the three pair comparison460
of the consistently changed loci without missing observations, the first principal component461
now explained the majority (67.1%) of the variation and separated the populations by thermal462
origin, while the colder-origin populations remained as the most tightly clustered populations463
(t8 = 7.47, P < 0.0001) in comparison to the three warmer-origin populations (Supplementary464
Figure 4 B, Supplementary Table 5). None of the loci were consistently responding to465
developmental temperatures within all populations. Based on separate analyses for warmer and466
colder thermal origin individuals, the first principal components based on consistently plastic467
loci within thermal origins explained 44.7% and 42.0% of the variation and separated the468
samples of the corresponding thermal origin by developmental temperature (Supplementary469
Figure 4 C-D). Interestingly, the loci identified in the colder-origin comparison also grouped470
the warmer-origin samples by developmental temperature and by population.471
The EWAS-like site-specific analysis involved a total of 882,756 loci that were best described472
with models without any random effects. 21,566, 25,980 and 72 loci were best described473
including a random term for population, the population-by-temperature interaction, or both,474
respectively. Plastic loci were enriched in the upstream regulatory regions and depleted from475
the coding sequences (Figure 5). A total of 1,806 and 2,271 loci in 1,059 and 1,393 orthologous476
zebrafish genes were found to be plastic between the developmental temperatures, and between477
sexes, respectively (Supplementary Figure 5 A and B, Supplementary Table 6). Among these,478
116 loci, associated with 68 zebrafish genes, were detected as responsive for both temperature479
and sex. The developmental temperature-plastic CpG loci were often located in genes with480
CpG-poor promoters, whereby the observed mean number of 5.7 CpG loci was smaller (P <481
0.001) than the mean number of 6.4 CpGs obtained from permutations of random promoters.482
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483
Figure 4. Consistently and inconsistently changed methylation levels in the CpG loci in two pairs of grayling484
populations with subsequent colonization events in the grayling study system (red= warmer-origin, blues =485
colder-origin populations). Of the total of 1,094 CpG loci with ≥ 50% change observed in the population means486
of the methylation levels, we here report the number of consistently and inconsistently changed CpG loci. The487
population means were calculated over four individuals from Otta and Valåe populations, each, and over six488
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individuals from Hårrtjønn and Kvita, each, regardless of the rearing temperature. The arrow describes the489
relative divergence time using the colonization order of the population pairs as the unit.490
491
492
Figure 5. The observed occurrences of temperature-plastic and sex-plastic CpG loci from the EWAS-like493
analysis, and of the consistently changed CpG loci between populations in different functional gene regions,494
in comparison to the expected frequencies based on the numbers of non-plastic and inconsistently changed495
loci. Two (Otta and Valåe) and three (Steinbekken, Hårrtjønn and Kvita) individuals from each population and496
developmental temperature were used in the EWAS-like analysis. The consistent changes were based on the497
population means of four (Otta and Valåe) or six (Hårrtjønn and Kvita) individuals.498
499
Describing methylation patterns in functional regions500
We observed distinct patterns of CpG methylation among the functional genomic regions. In501
contrast to the overall state of hypermethylation in the genomes, methylation of the upstream502
regulatory regions exhibited a bimodal distribution, with only 43% of promoter and 39% of503
5’UTR loci being hypermethylated while the abundance of hypermethylated loci in the other504
functional genomic regions was 72-81% (Supplementary Figure 6). Furthermore, completely505
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unmethylated loci were concentrated in upstream regulatory regions in comparison to the506
corresponding abundance in other regions (χ²4=72.2, P < 0.0001).507
Gene list analyses508
Among the transcripts with low CpG content in the nucleotide sequences, we found a total of509
eight and 15 enriched gene ontology terms among the 2,094 and 2,324 transcripts with hypo-510
or hypermethylated upstream regulatory regions, respectively. Among these gene ontology511
terms, hypermethylated upstream regions were associated with terms such as cytokine receptor512
activity, myosin complex and signalling functions, located in membranes, whereas513
hypomethylated upstream regions were associated with terms localised to the intracellular514
parts, including organelles such as the mitochondrion but excluding the plasma membrane. The515
number of enriched gene ontology terms in the transcripts with a high upstream CpG content516
was greater, with 68 and 58 terms being associated with the 1,709 hypo- and 1,477517
hypermethylated upstream sequences (Supplementary Figure 7 A-B, Supplementary Table 7).518
Among these terms, upstream hypomethylation was related to the development of the central519
nervous system and cell fate, and to numerous terms related to the regulation of transcription520
and gene expression or nucleic acid binding within the nucleus. In contrast, genes with521
hypermethylated upstream sequences were associated with cell adhesion and signalling522
receptors, especially in membranes.523
The CpG loci for which the methylation changes were best explained (FDR < 0.05) by the524
models including the population-by-temperature-interaction term were associated with genes525
that were enriched for nine biological processes, 33 molecular functions and one cellular526
component (Supplementary Figure 7 C, Supplementary Table 7), including the myosin527
complex, motor activity, signal sequence binding, regulation of protein depolymerisation and528
multiple terms related to Rho GTPases. The most overrepresented term was membrane529
depolarization during action potential. This term was, however, non-significant after multiple530
testing correction (FDR = 0.234), likely because of the small category size (only eight genes,531
among which seven were best explained with models including the gene-by-environment532
interaction) (Supplementary Table 7). No gene set with significant main effect of533
developmental temperature or sex showed any gene ontology enrichment.534
Discussion535
Methylation has often been proposed as a key regulator of gene expression in vertebrates, and536
the addition of methyl groups in the upstream regulatory regions have been suggested to537
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dynamically switch off gene expression 16. The global methylation signatures revealed538
genome-wide changes at the evolutionary time scale, which may provide potential for the539
evolution of mechanisms behind phenotypic response. We confirmed that the global540
methylation levels were dynamic in grayling during development and that temperature-541
responsive CpG loci were often detected in the upstream regulatory regions in the site-specific542
analysis. In contrast, the abundance of the loci with evolutionary signal in coding sequences543
and downstream regulatory regions rather than in upstream regulatory regions suggests, that544
functionally important cytosine methylation may also be frequent outside the promoter regions.545
Thus, we were able to find support for both the plastic response in a subset of CpG loci, and546
the evolutionary role of methylation divergence between populations adapting to contrasting547
thermal environments.548
When evaluating the patterns in the genome-wide molecular variation based on principal549
components and distance-based redundancy analysis axes, we found both methylation and550
nucleotide variation between populations affected by the divergence order and the thermal551
origin, confirming that both neutral evolution and local adaptation may have shaped the552
molecular variation. As expected, the most similar nucleotide variation was found between553
populations sampled from Lesjaskogsvatnet, which is explained by ongoing gene flow between554
these population 31. Supporting the hypothesis of the magnified role of epigenetic mechanisms555
in comparison to nucleotide variation at the initial stages of adaptation, we found high556
similarity between the colder thermal origin populations, but not between the warmer thermal557
origin populations. Although understanding the underlying reason behind the high similarity558
between populations from colder thermal origin is clearly out of the scope of this study, it is559
tempting to hypothesize that since the ancestral population naturally spawns in relatively560
warmer temperatures, beneficial genetic variation may have been more abundant among the561
founder individuals of the newly established warmer-origin populations, making thermal562
adaptation requirements less extreme. In contrast, in the absence of suitable nucleotide563
variation, epigenetic mechanisms altering the patterns of cytosine methylation and, possibly,564
other epigenetic markers such as histone modifications or microRNA dynamics may have been565
invoked in the founders of colder-origin populations 30,35. The relatively low amount of566
variation explained by the first principal components in comparison to the residual variation at567
the nucleotide and CpG level (13.4% and 9.8%, respectively) may be explained by factors such568
as the heterogeneity of divergence and differential natural selection among chromosomal569
regions at these levels of molecular variation. Particularly at the methylation level this may570
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mean that the methylation state may be relatively constant in any population. Also, the portion571
of epigenetic variation influenced by the environment or other stochastic events might be lower572
than the portion tightly linked to the nucleotide sequence itself because some of the CpG573
methylation loci are affected by nucleotide sequence variation either in cis (physically574
associated with the CpG locus) or in trans (located away from the CpG locus). In the most575
extreme sense this may occur when obligatory methylation variation is directly determined by576
nucleotide polymorphisms 56.577
In contrast to other levels of molecular variation, we detected high plasticity and only a578
marginal effect of thermal origin in the global patterns of transcription variation, providing579
only limited evidence that populations from different thermal origins have diverged at this580
biological level. Favourable genetic or, particularly, epigenetic modifications may shape the581
gene expression response only during specific developmental time points, in specific tissues or582
post-transcriptionally. However, evolution may have been constrained by natural selection to583
produce an overall canalized response during complex developmental processes, resulting in584
steady transcription response between populations 57. This may also be reflected by the585
observation that the majority (65.5%) of the total transcription level variance could be586
explained with the two first principal components. As we could not assess tissue- or time point-587
specific responses due to our whole embryo (and thus mixed tissue) samples, further research588
on specific tissues or a time-series experiment might reveal more details of the transcriptional589
response, whether evolutionary or plastic. Whole embryo analyses also place limitations on590
interpreting methylation data. Therefore, alternative approaches were not feasible due to the591
small size of the embryos. However, sampling the methylomes just after the environmentally592
sensitive period of early development may have compensating benefits. Early sampling reduces593
the amount of noise in the information content of the methylation levels, which would594
otherwise have accumulated with age and environmental exposure. Furthermore, studying595
embryonic mixed tissue methylation levels may provide sensitivity for detecting the trans-596
generational methylation patterns inherited from the parental generation 35 and present since597
fertilization. In addition, early life history stages have been early shown to be a critical time598
point for phenotypic adaptation in this system (Koskinen et al. 2002), therefore further599
justifying the chosen approach.600
A portion of the variation in the methylation levels was explained by grayling chromosome601
identity. Interestingly, the strong correlation observed between the methylation levels of602
homeologous chromosome duplicates suggests that some of the epigenetic patterns have603
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originated prior to the salmonid-specific genome duplication 58 and have been conserved over604
80 million years. Alternatively, the homeolog-specific methylation patterns may participate in605
the regulation of transcription of the homeologous gene duplicates 35. After controlling for the606
variation explained by the grayling chromosome identity, we were able to detect global plastic607
responses to developmental temperature in the methylomes.608
The temperature-plasticity of the embryonic teleost methylation machinery has been reported609
for the DNA methylatransferase gene family dnmt3 in whole-embryo samples 59. However, the610
global hypomethylation observed here in the colder developmental temperature in four of the611
five grayling populations studied contradicts the expected negative relationship between612
temperature and methylation levels, based on an among-species comparison of various fish613
species inhabiting colder or warmer environments 60. Methylation levels may be altered by614
stochastic erosion processes caused by oxidative stress, which results from aging and various615
unfavourable conditions such as hypoxia, glucocorticoid exposure, toxicant or nutritional616
challenges and sub-optimal temperatures, and may ultimately result in the embryonic origin of617
adult disease 18,61. In cold-water fish species, such as grayling, oxidative stress may be induced618
in response to relatively small deviations from the optimal temperature, particularly during619
early developmental stages when the antioxidant defence may not function efficiently 62. The620
reports of increasing methylation levels in response to temperature changes in fish 22,23 may621
raise the question of whether the global upregulation of the methylation levels under thermal622
stress is stochastic or adaptive. The regulation of global methylation levels may be necessary623
in order to maintain equilibrated reactions when variable temperatures change the pace of624
reactions in the cell. Alternatively, the underlying reason may be found from altered tissue-625
specific methylation patterns in highly abundant tissues such as muscle.626
Further evidence supporting the importance of methylation differentiation in the adaptation627
process was provided by the observation that a subset of loci with consistent methylation level628
changes between populations adapted towards different thermal origins. This observation may629
also link phenotypic responses to methylation changes in some loci, as the consistent630
methylation changes were mainly located in three genes with well-annotated physiological and631
developmental effects affecting traits such as the regulation of phototransduction 63,632
pigmentation 64 and ciliogenesis 65. Although the underlying causality behind the observed633
epigenetic patterns in the grayling system remains speculative, such epigenetic adaptation in634
the same direction in the replicated populations may provide examples of facilitated epigenetic635
variation, which are variable only in specific genotype contexts (Supplementary Figure 4 B) 56.636
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Unexpectedly, the consistently changed loci were depleted from upstream regulatory regions,637
and enriched in coding sequences and downstream regulatory regions of genes. This may638
highlight the importance of considering also other regulatory roles for methylation besides639
transcriptional intensity adjustment, such as the regulation of the splicing of alternative640
transcript isoforms.641
Whereas the emergence of consistent methylation changes may include adaptive processes642
resulting in fixed changes in the methylation levels of populations, consistent plastic changes643
between developmental temperatures within each thermal origin may be used to study the644
evolution of plasticity. Although partly limited by sample size and population replicates, the645
loci with consistent epigenetic plasticity in the novel environment (colder thermal origin)646
within the grayling system were also plastic in the populations from the ancestral647
environmental condition (warmer-origin populations). Further research may reveal if the648
epigenetic plasticity maintained in the novel environmental conditions consists of a core subset,649
selected from ancestral thermal plasticity.650
The site-specific comparisons between the methylation levels of individual CpG loci among651
samples revealed 3,961 temperature- or sex-responsive plastic CpG sites in transcripts652
corresponding to 2,387 orthologous zebrafish genes. Either a mixed tissue effect caused by653
whole-embryo sampling or studying a less temperature-responsive developmental stage, may654
explain why we did not observe any enrichments in the gene sets overlapping plastic CpG loci.655
It has been acknowledged, that the study of such developmentally variable effects in teleosts is656
lacking 35,66. For example, sex-biased expression was mainly observed in the hatching-stage657
larvae and not in the embryonic stage in grayling 67. Studies comparing the molecular658
mechanisms of thermal plasticity during multiple embryonic developmental points in teleosts659
are missing, but thermal plasticity likely is more pronounced at some developmental stages660
than others. The temperature-plastic CpG loci were preferentially associated with CpG-poor661
upstream regulatory regions, which we previously estimated to be less functionally enriched662
than the CpG-rich upstream sequences. We selected the grayling transcripts with multiple top663
developmental temperature-responsive outlier loci, based on P-values, as the strongest664
candidates for temperature-plastic genes (Supplementary Table 6, Supplementary Figure 5 A).665
Among the most extreme outliers, we found a transcripts best matching to Atlantic salmon666
dyrk4 among salmonids (LOC106609440; score = 1,010; e-value < 0.0001) which is a gene667
with well-reported roles in multiple key signalling pathways, important during developmental668
processes and cell homeostasis 68 and possibly in phosphorylating voltage-dependent L-type669
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calcium channels 69. Most of the dyrk4-associated temperature-plastic loci were found in the670
CpG island-containing promoter region of the longer isoform. Among the top outliers, we also671
found a transcript matching a salmonid voltage-dependent L-type calcium channel subunit672
cacna1d (LOC106583449; score = 1,712; e-value < 0.0001) 69, required for transmitting signals673
in excitable cells, for example, to initiate muscle contraction, or to regulate teleost heart674
contraction 70,71. As expected based on previous reports of sex-biased methylation patterns in675
many vertebrates such as rats, birds and fish 22,72,73 we found loci with sex-related plasticity.676
Some of the grayling transcripts associated with multiple top sex-biased methylation outlier677
loci, matched to genes associated with reproduction 74–76 or reported with testes-biased678
expression in the Expression Atlas (accessed May 24th 2019) 77. Such transcripts were679
matching to genes such as dyrk4, rangap1 (LOC111981245; e-value < 0.0001; score = 20,556),680
and fut9 (Fucosyltransferase 9) (LOC106596297; e-value < 0.0001; score 1,260).681
Methylation variation was best explained by site-specific models including the population-by-682
developmental-temperature interaction term in 26,052 CpG loci (2.8% of the loci analysed),683
indicating the presence of differences in how populations respond to developmental684
temperature, i.e. gene-by-environment interaction. Many of the gene ontology terms that were685
enriched among genes with a potential gene-by-environment interaction were related to myosin686
and motor activity and, possibly, membrane depolarization during an action potential, although687
this result was non-significant (Supplementary Table 7). Such functions may also be linked to688
some of the annotations of the top population-by-developmental temperature outliers689
(Supplementary Table 6). Among these, we found annotations for a giant muscle protein titin690
78; a synthetase of uridine monophosphate (UMP), which may promote muscle endurance 79;691
and a gene encoding lipoxygenase homology domains 1b (Loxhd1b), which may cause effects692
similar to those of the myosin variant myo3a when mutated 80. Both functional plasticity of693
cardiac muscle and plasticity affecting muscle growth are key parameters altered by694
environmental temperature in teleosts 81, including grayling.695
The key features of the embryonic grayling methylomes closely resembled those of many696
vertebrates, including the overall high genome-wide methylation levels 18, contrasted by the697
more variable upstream regulatory regions. While the low frequency of CpG loci in promoters698
was related to the abundance of plastic CpG loci, as we observed in site-specific analysis, high699
upstream CpG abundance associated with functional gene ontology enrichments700
(Supplementary Table 7, Supplementary Figure 7 A-B). This may highlight the importance of701
reproducible methylation dynamics during processes such as the development of nervous702
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system and muscle tissue, and developmental growth 82–85. Such processes were related to703
hypomethylated upstream sequences along with within-cell functions such as DNA binding,704
gene expression within organelles and the regulation of cellular and metabolic processes, which705
may be regularly expressed within cells (Supplementary Table 7, Supplementary Figure 7 A).706
Similar hypomethylation patterns have previously been observed in zebrafish embryos but not707
necessarily in adults 82,84,85. In contrast, we were able to link upstream hypermethylation to a708
set of genes enriched with cell communication functions, such as cell adhesion and709
transmembrane signalling, which may require more variable expression (Supplementary Table710
7, Supplementary Figure 7 B). Hypermethylation related to G-protein signalling, as found in711
our grayling samples, has also been reported in zebrafish embryos at various stages 82. In712
contrast, although genes related to cell adhesion were hypermethylated in grayling embryos713
during eyed stage, the opposite has been reported during the very early stages of development714
in zebrafish 85. Together, these observations may be used as examples of the temporally715
variable epigenetic regulation of signalling.716
Conclusions717
Epigenetic regulation has been proposed as an important level of molecular variation in718
animals. Beyond the observed embryonic grayling methylation patterns, which generally719
resembled those of a typical vertebrate, the observed methylation- and also nucleotide-level720
molecular variation was most strongly affected by both neutral evolution and thermal origin.721
Supporting the hypothesis of a magnified role of methylation in rapid adaptation in this722
grayling system, the colder thermal origin populations were very similar at the methylation723
level, whereas at the nucleotide level, patterns were affected by gene flow. Contrastingly, the724
resulting gene transcription response was mostly plastic, suggesting that epigenetic regulation725
may affect certain developmental points or tissues. Epigenetic regulation may also affect726
factors not related to the transcriptional intensity, such as alternative splicing, as suggested by727
the enrichment of coding sequences and downstream functional regions among the consistently728
changed methylation loci between population pairs with warmer-to-colder transition in the729
environmental temperatures. The differences in the plastic cytosine methylation patterns in730
colder thermal origin populations experiencing a novel environmental condition in comparison731
to the warmer thermal origin, which resembles the ancestral condition in the grayling system,732
may provide further support for the importance of methylation in rapid adaptation. Although733
less obvious, we also detected genome-wide plasticity at the methylation levels as embryos734
raised in the colder developmental environment were hypomethylated in comparison to735
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individuals raised in warmer developmental environment. Moreover, we found almost 2,000736
independent cytosine loci, abundant in (often CpG-poor) upstream regulatory sequences, with737
a plastic response to developmental temperature. The identified candidate genes for thermal738
adaptation and plasticity may be interesting subjects for future thermal adaptation studies in739
other species.740
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